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of them, and to do it at a pace that you can keep /up, and )dot that can last.

Musar requires clear thinking about ourselves. It requires self-analysis. N

And oh, how often I see somebody who has the ability to accomplish a little

and (but) is not satisfied unless he's on the top. And he has k the ability

to do something that the Lord might honor s far more than what somebody else

wAut would do who has rc rcmx five times his ability, if he faithfully

served the Lord and could accomplish with that (443)

but since he cannot be on the top he throws up his hands and goes off and does

something else. And somebody w else who has the ability to do work on the top

will have such an inferiority complex that he doesn't step out and use the

abilit*es that he has. We should learn to see our strength and our weakness

because every one of t us has both of them. Everyone has AXw strong points
what

and weak !2i points, and we need to study ourselves and see/Air the points

are where we could develop and improve with ? ? (456)

and see what the points are where we are strong, and how we can is use those,
them

and not be conceited about/ti, but neither backward about using them for the

glory of the Lord. Musar requires self-analysis in order to use what the Lord

has given us to the /utmost. Mhxw Musar requires self-development; lit

requires thought for the future; it requires thinking how to accomplish

results. Oh, I've gone to a church and heard a man give a marvelous sermon,
(474)

wonderful study of the Word of God,1e put it in/(?); my soul was blessed
enough

because I was sensible/to sit on the second row, but the people on the fifty

row couldn't even hear the man talking, unless they listened awfully hard.

And people are just so afraid to let their voice out so people can hear them

for fear they'll be conspicuous that they just accomplish nothing. And

others simply yell, and people don't get anything out of that. We need it to

learn to have variety, we need to learn to speak in a way that people will'

get it, and we need to m learn how to present things in a way that people will

take them. Oh, how many a man, with a knowledge of the truth of God, goes

into a /church and makes himself obnoxious to people there because of some
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